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Abstract
The existential crisis of nihilism in schizophrenia has been 
reported since the early days of psychiatry. Taking first-per-
son accounts concerning nihilistic experiences of both the 
self and the world as vantage point, we aim to develop a dy-
namic existential model of the pathological development of 
existential nihilism. Since the phenomenology of such a cri-
sis is intrinsically subjective, we especially take the immedi-
ate and pre-reflective first-person perspective’s (FPP) experi-
ence (instead of objectified symptoms and diagnoses) of 
schizophrenia into consideration. The hereby developed ex-
istential model consists of 3 conceptualized stages that are 
nested into each other, which defines what we mean by ex-
istential. At the same time, the model intrinsically converges 
with the phenomenological concept of the self-world struc-
ture notable inside our existential framework. Regarding the 
3 individual stages, we suggest that the onset or first stage 

of nihilistic pathogenesis is reflected by phenomenological 
solipsism, that is, a general disruption of the FPP experience. 
Paradigmatically, this initial disruption contains the well-
known crisis of common sense in schizophrenia. The follow-
ing second stage of epistemological solipsism negatively af-
fects all possible perspectives of experience, that is, the first-, 
second-, and third-person perspectives of subjectivity. 
Therefore, within the second stage, solipsism expands from 
a disruption of immediate and pre-reflective experience 
(first stage) to a disruption of reflective experience and prin-
cipal knowledge (second stage), as mirrored in abnormal 
epistemological limitations of principal knowledge. Finally, 
the experience of the annihilation of healthy self-conscious-
ness into the ultimate collapse of the individual’s existence 
defines the third stage. The schizophrenic individual conse-
quently loses her/his vital experience since the intentional 
structure of consciousness including any sense of reality 
breaks down. Such a descriptive-interpretative existential 
model of nihilism in schizophrenia may ultimately serve as 
input for future psychopathological investigations of nihil-
ism in general, including, for instance, its manifestation in 
depression. © 2021 The Author(s).
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Introduction

Like death and ecstasy […], schizophrenia has often seemed a 
limit-case of human existence, something suggesting an almost 
unimaginable aberration: the annihilation of consciousness itself. 
([1], p. 3) 

Nihilism is one of the most extreme existential experi-
ences in schizophrenia as it goes far beyond the notion of 
a meaningless life as one source of suicide. Instead, it con-
sists of the experience that ultimately the individual’s self 
and the world do no longer exist, which renders meaning-
less the existence itself, and in some individuals, even the 
option of suicide. In her first-person account, Kean [2] 
offers a narrative description of this very experience: 
“When I believed I did not exist, nothing else mattered to 
me. Even suicide meant nothing to me – I am not real, I 
do not exist, so it does not matter if this nonexistent self 
dies.”

The subjective severance of both the self’s and the 
world’s unification in schizophrenia has been addressed 
since the beginning of the twentieth century. Such exis-
tential experiences were already captured by German 
psychiatrist and philosopher Karl Jaspers (1883–1969): 
he investigated this topic mainly on psychological and 
philosophical grounds within his book Psychologie der 
Weltanschauungen (Psychology of Worldviews) [3]. Ex-
istential nihilism in neuropsychiatric disorders of the 
schizophrenia spectrum was subsumed by Jaspers as der 
absolute Nihilismus in Psychosen (absolute nihilism in 
psychoses): within this existential state, nothing truly ex-
ists anymore: all human beings are dead; the world does 
not exist anymore; the individual itself is a mere quasi-
existence; and nothing contains true values anymore [3]. 
In his earlier book General Psychopathology, Jaspers like-
wise stated that “[…] nihilism and skepticism can only be 
experienced in absolute perfection in psychoses. The ni-
hilistic delusion of the melancholic is an ideal type: the 
world is no longer, the sick person is no longer.” ([4], p. 
247).

Thereafter, precisely in the middle of the twentieth 
century, Scottish psychiatrist Ronald D. Laing (1927–
1989) famously emphasized a most profound disturbance 
of schizophrenia that he labeled “ontological insecurity” 
as part of his existential-phenomenological theory [5, 6]. 
In Laing’s view [5], the schizophrenic individual is prin-
cipally affected by the loss of Heidegger’s [7] notion of 
“In-der-Welt-sein” (being-in-the-world). The latter is the 
natural and most basal feeling of belonging to one’s own 
body and of being rooted in the world, which is usually 
taken for granted in healthy subjects, hence providing 

them with “ontological security.” On the contrary, schizo-
phrenic individuals lose ontological security as they even-
tually face a split between their individual’s self-con-
sciousness on the one hand and their body and the world 
on the other hand. Consequently, an existential disrup-
tion between the individual’s self-consciousness and the 
natural world along with other living beings emerges [5, 
6, 8, 9]. The schizophrenic individual experiences his self 
as detached and isolated from both body and world; in 
most extreme instances, this accounts for the experience 
of death of the self and, even more extreme, annihilation 
of the existence of the world as such [5, 8, 9].

Present-day phenomenological psychopathology [10] 
focuses on the experience of both self and world in schizo-
phrenia [11–21]. Especially, Danish psychiatrist Josef 
Parnas (1950-) approaches these extreme experiences of 
schizophrenic individuals [14, 22–25]. For instance, Par-
nas presents the following quotations of solipsistic expe-
riences in schizophrenic individuals: “The patient does 
not feel fully awake or conscious: ‘I have no conscious-
ness’; ‘My consciousness is not as whole as it should be’; 
‘I am simply unconscious’; ‘I am half-awake’; ‘I have no 
self-consciousness’; ‘My I-feeling is diminished’; ‘My I is 
disappearing for me’; ‘My feeling of consciousness is frag-
mented’; ‘It is a continuous universal blocking’” ([22], p. 
225). Analogously, Sass [20] consistently describes schizo-
phrenia including its heavily altered self-consciousness as 
an existential disorder affecting the individual’s “onto-
logical existence/dimension,” which converges with Par-
nas and Henriksen who present the disrupted self in 
schizophrenia congruently as “a basic sense of being on-
tologically different (different in kind) or of living in an-
other ontological dimension.” ([14], p. 253).

Synthesizing and extending the current literature, we 
aim to provide a truly existential account of nihilism in 
specifically schizophrenia (whereas we do not consider 
other forms of nihilism as in depression). Without reason-
ing in detail, we determine the notion of existential by dis-
tinct stages: (1) the phenomenological stage that concerns 
the experience or consciousness of self and world, (2) the 
epistemological stage as featured by knowledge about self 
and world, and (3) an ontological stage about one’s exis-
tence and reality in the world. Based on this notion of ex-
istential as including experience, knowledge, and exis-
tence, our aim to develop a 3-stage model of existential 
nihilism in schizophrenia that reaches beyond the so often 
reported solipsistic experience [12, 22, 26–28]. The phe-
nomenological descriptions introduced above hereby ac-
quire a supporting role in establishing our existential 
framework. Concerning this matter, a fundamental aspect 
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is to emphasize that our model of nihilism in schizophre-
nia principally focuses on the subjectivity of the individu-
al’s annihilation. Nihilism, therefore, is neither under-
stood as an objective nor quasi-objective feature, and its 
existential dimension is principally unexplainable from a 
scientific-empirical third-person perspective (TPP). Con-
versely, the experience of nihilism is intrinsically bound 
and interwoven into subjectivity, especially into immedi-
ate, pre-reflective experiences and feelings, in such a way 
that an existential framework is consequently required.

We specifically propose 3 conceptual stages regarding 
the pathological development to the final occurrence of 
comprehensive nihilism. To achieve this aim, the already 
well-established phenomenological concept of the “self-
world structure” [12, 21, 24, 25, 27, 29] serves as starting 
point for our model. Our article contains a slightly dis-
tinct interpretation of the self-world structure in the sec-
tion Self-Consciousness as Constituted by the Ecological 
Self-World Structure, followed by an overview of the 
3-fold existential model of nihilism in the section Exis-
tence and Being-In-The-World – Phenomenological, 
Epistemological, and Ontological Stages. Finally, the sec-
tions Initial Phenomenological Solipsism toward the Self 
and the Environment; Phenomenological Solipsism: 
What Is Disrupted; Phenomenological Solipsism: Experi-
ence of Self; Phenomenological Solipsism: Experience of 
World; Phenomenological Solipsism: What Is Preserved; 
Expanding from Experience to Knowledge: Epistemolog-
ical Solipsism toward the Self and the World; Epistemo-
logical Solipsism: What Is Disrupted; Epistemological So-
lipsism: Experience of Self; Epistemological Solipsism: 
Experience of World; Epistemological Solipsism: Frag-
mentation of Temporality; Epistemological Solipsism: 
What Is Preserved; and Existential-Ontological Nihilism: 
Annihilation of Self-Consciousness individually present 
the 3 distinct stages of nihilism.

Overview – Self-World Structure and a 3-Stage 
Existential Model of Schizophrenia Nihilism

Self-Consciousness as Constituted by the Ecological 
Self-World Structure
Phenomenological psychopathology offers the con-

cept of the “self-world structure/relationship/polarity” 
[12, 21, 24, 25, 27, 29]. The self-world structure is the nec-
essary predisposition of healthy self-consciousness to-
ward the individual’s experience of its self, that is, any 
form of the sense of self as well as toward the environ-
ment: objects, living beings, and general phenomena of 

the surrounding natural life-world. The self-world struc-
ture consequently reveals that the healthy self is intrinsi-
cally linked and depended not just on the person and 
body, accounting for embodiment [5, 30–36], but equally 
on the environment or world by default within subjectiv-
ity [21, 29, 37]. Accordingly, neither the healthy self can 
exist without the perceptual presence of environmental 
phenomena as part of the natural world, nor healthy en-
vironmental perception can exist without a sufficient lev-
el of self-consciousness. Self and world are intrinsically 
merged in the co-constitution of both ourselves and the 
world within our experience.

This notion of an intrinsically unified self-world struc-
ture as ecological co-constitution of self-consciousness is 
widely shared by phenomenology in general [36, 38–42] 
and phenomenological psychopathology in particular 
[16, 24, 37, 43–47]. Even when we experience our self, that 
is, self-consciousness, the world is always already there in 
the background of our experience, in essentially a pre-
reflective form. Moran accordingly elucidates that “Hus-
serl, Heidegger, Sartre, and Merleau-Ponty all character-
ize human intentional existence as transcendence towards 
the world, presenting subjectivity as essentially running 
beyond itself, world-disclosing, and sense-giving.” ([48], 
p. 597). In the same respect, Merleau-Ponty ([36], p. 430) 
states that “subject and object are two abstract moments 
of a unique structure which is presence” and that “[…] 
there is no ‘inner man,’ man is in and toward the world, 
and it is in the world that he knows himself.” ([49], p. xii). 
Contemporary philosopher Dan Zahavi correspondingly 
declares that “when looking at a concrete life experience 
we will consequently come across a co-givenness of self 
and world” ([47], p. 300) and that “it is this intentional 
life that is at one and the same time self-involving and 
world-disclosing. This involvement already occurs pre-
reflectively and must be considered as essential and con-
stitutive feature of experience.” ([47], p. 300). Zahavi 
presents a passage where Heidegger elucidates the phe-
nomenological intrinsic unification of the self and world: 
“Self and world belong together in the single entity, the 
Dasein, Self and world are not two beings, like subject and 
object, or like I and thou, but self and world are the basic 
determination of the Dasein itself in the unity of the 
structure of being-in-the-world.” ([42], p. 29–30). Con-
cluding the above, intentionality can be considered in the 
light that consciousness is a structural-relational phe-
nomenon between conscious acts and their respective in-
tentional objects [42, 50]. This is supplementary mirrored 
in a broader framework of relational conjunction be-
tween the self and the world.
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It shall be recognized that the hereby considered phe-
nomenological notion of the self refers to the “experien-
tial, core, basic, or minimal self” [21, 29, 40, 41, 47, 51, 52] 
that is not a higher reflected and declarative-narrative lev-
el or even specific substance of the self, for example, the 
self as an ontological entity or distinct “object” within 
phenomenal experience, but instead a most fundamental 
aspect of conscious experience, which is always pre-re-
flectively present in healthy subjects, termed as “mineness 
or ipseity” [14, 21, 40, 53, 54] or as “what-it-is-like-for-
me-ness” [55] within the first-person perspective’s (FPP) 
“stream of consciousness” as James [56] labeled it.1 Such 
experiential, core, or minimal self with the self as funda-
mental aspect of conscious experience on the existential-
phenomenological level is well compatible with the “basis 
model of self-specificity (BMSS)” [57] that conceives the 
self as a basic biological and ultimately ontological feature 
of the brain’s relationship to the world, namely world-
brain relation [57, 58]. This further underlines the intrin-
sically ecological nature of both the existence of self and 
our experience of that very same existence of self.

Existence and Being-in-the-World – 
Phenomenological, Epistemological, and Ontological 
Stages
The possible variation of the self-world structure to 

unilateral extremes, namely toward either the self or the 
world, becomes remarkably obvious within the experi-
ence of schizophrenic individuals. In this regard, 3 very 
insightful first-person accounts about the nihilistic crisis 
in schizophrenia are provided by Kean [2, 59] (now 
Humpston [60]). Since we understand nihilism as the in-
trinsically existential experience of “nothingness” rather 
than an objective feature, its investigation necessarily re-
quires the inclusion of and reliance on FPP accounts. This 
is in conformance with Laing, who stated that “[…] 
schizophrenics have more to teach psychiatrists about the 
inner world than psychiatrists their patients.” ([6], p. 91). 

Given our primarily existential framework, we deem it 
necessary to flesh the existential experiences of the person 
themselves, and this is paradigmatically reflected in our 
case report. That is even more so given the lack of phe-
nomenological accounts of specifically nihilism in the 
current literature.

In combination with the corresponding phenomeno-
logical concept of self-world structure, we now elaborate 
that first-person accounts allow the deduction of a 3-stage 
existential model containing a quantitative transition 
from the phenomenological over the epistemological to 
the ontological stages of our existential framework. Initi-
ating phenomenological solipsism toward the self and 
further expanding toward the environment are not all-or-
nothing phenomena. Instead, we conceive nihilism in 
schizophrenia to be located on a continuum with smooth 
transitions between the 3 stages of our model of existence, 
that is, phenomenological, epistemological, and ontolog-
ical. This 3-stage model (shown in Fig. 1) contains the 
subsequent stages that follow the trajectory from experi-
ence over knowledge to Being: (1) phenomenological so-
lipsism toward the self and the environment; (2) episte-
mological solipsism toward the self and the environment; 
and (3) finally, existential-ontological nihilism regarding 
Being. The intrinsically subjective nature of existential ni-
hilism reaches beyond traditional frameworks and phe-
nomenological concepts in general and phenomenologi-
cal psychopathology in particular. Consequently, it is in-
dispensable to nest yet differentiate the first 
phenomenological and second epistemological stages 
from the final existential-ontological stage. While the first 

1 Regarding the hereby treated form of self-consciousness, Zahavi expli-
cates its pre-reflective form as follows: “[…] the experiential self – is not a 
separately existing entity – it is not something that exists independently of, 
in separation from, or in opposition to the stream of consciousness –but nei-
ther it is simply reducible to a specific experience or (sub)set of experiences; 
nor is it, for that matter, a mere social construct that evolves through time. 
Rather, it is taken to be an integral part of our conscious life. More precisely, 
the claim is that the (minimal or core) self possesses experiential reality and 
that it can be identified with the ubiquitous first-person character of the ex-
periential phenomena.” [42, p. 18]. This phenomenological concept of self-
consciousness is likewise shared by Sass: “This most fundamental sense of 
selfhood involves the experience of self not as an object of awareness but as 
an unseen point of origin for action, experience, and thought.” [1, p. xii].

Fig. 1. a A quantitative transition is suggested to apply for the path-
ological development of self-consciousness toward the final occur-
rence of nihilism in schizophrenic individuals. This transition ini-
tiates with phenomenological gaps toward the self and the envi-
ronment. Later, phenomenological solipsism expands toward the 
self and the environment including all its objects and living beings 
into the deeper epistemological stage. This transition ultimately 
reaches the more extreme characteristic of ontological nihilism 
concerning the annihilation of the self and the world, that is, Being, 
and hence the most fundamental stage of existence. b Subjective 
time and space: the temporo-spatial frame or extension of con-
sciousness increasingly shrinks from stage 1, over stage 2, to stage 
3 as the pathological development proceeds. On a most fundamen-
tal level of Being, conscious experience consists of TPCs between 
the self and the world. While healthy TPCs exist aside critical and 
fragmented ones in stage 1, the balance continuously shifts to ab-
normal TPCs as in stage 3. In stage 3, nihilism is associated with 
the severance of the self-world structure, since the intentional arc, 
reflected by the white TPCs including their interconnected lines, 
no longer properly spans across both the self and the world. TPCs, 
temporo-spatial connections.

(For figure see next page.)
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2 stages already anticipate the third stage, it is the latter 
that will ultimately represent the attempt to indicate a ful-
ly developed existential nihilism.

It requires specification that a schizophrenic individ-
ual does not simply jump from one stage to the next, 

which would reflect a categorical-qualitative transition; 
instead, a fluid, continuous, and graded pathological de-
velopment exists, which only on the conceptual-descrip-
tive and interpretative level of our existential framework 
is definable by these 3 stages. Such a conceptual model 

a

b

1
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necessarily comes with certain simplifications of the af-
fected individuals’ phenomenological and existential re-
ality. Bridging the gap between phenomenological con-
cepts and first-person accounts of existential nihilism, 
this attempt tentatively advances the self-world structure 
by suggesting 3 nested stages: each previous stage is con-
tained within the underlying next stage. The top surface 
is reflected by the phenomenological stage that is nested 
within the underlying epistemological and ontological 
stages. The phenomenological and the epistemological 
stages are both nested within the most fundamental exis-
tential-ontological stage. Such nestedness allows deepen-
ing the 3 stages of nihilistic development in schizophrenia 
by additionally incorporating their dynamic pathological 
development.

Disruptions of the Self-World Structure in 
Schizophrenia: From Phenomenological Solipsism of 
Self and World to Existential-Ontological Nihilism of 
Being
First and foremost, it is important to note that the 

pathogenesis in schizophrenia negatively affects both 
sides of the self-world structure: this is reflected by the 
phenomenal experience of the self (the mineness, ipseity, 
or for-me-ness of experience) and of the world (object-
directed intentionality) on all its distinct 3 stages and re-
spective stages (shown in Fig. 2). In consideration of the 
self’s and world’s sides of disruption, it has to be noted 
that since self and worldly experiences are intrinsically 
united, they are 2 sides of the same underlying disrup-
tion.

Generally, the first stage exhibits a disruption of the 
FPP, which is pre-reflective self-consciousness, while the 
second-person-perspective (SPP) and TPP of intersub-
jectivity and reflection are yet preserved. Within the sec-
ond epistemological stage, the SPP and TPP are addition-
ally impaired to the FPP. The impairment of the SPP and 
TPP concerns reflective self-consciousness, that is, the 
level of what can be experienced and known in principle 
about both the self and world. Reflective or non-immedi-
ate perspectives of experience are then relatively, that is, 
up to a certain degree, epistemologically excluded. Para-
digmatically, the affected individual cannot consistently 
and outright contemplate upon her/his state of mind any-
more but is exclusively bound to immediate pre-reflective 
experience. Holistic reflection about either the self or the 
world, therefore, is no longer possible. All 3 possible per-
spectives are intrinsically interwoven in subjectivity and 
intersubjectivity.

Finally, the intentional structure of self-consciousness 
is fundamentally impaired within what we conceive as the 
annihilation of self-consciousness in the third existential-
ontological stage. Within this final stage, the individual 
experiences and especially feels annihilation of existence 
and reality concerning both the self and the world. Doubt-
ing existence and reality in this final stage is not mediated 
within a TPP’s reflection; instead, such annihilation sets 
the existential background in an immediate, pre-reflec-
tive, and pre-intentional fashion. In other words, the in-
dividual feels comprehensive annihilation of both the self 
and its relation to the world that is prelinguistic and 
therefore existential.

Beyond Experience and the Phenomenological  
Method – Need for an Existential Approach
Impairments of self-consciousness that lead to nihil-

ism, including the reduction of the intentional arc and its 
associated minimization of the temporo-spatial expan-
sion of consciousness (see section Ontological Nihilism: 
Temporo-Spatial Reduction of the Intentional Arc), re-
quire a framework that includes phenomenology, yet 
goes beyond ideal-typical phenomenological concepts 
and limitations. This is due to the fact that phenomenol-
ogy conceives the intentional structure of consciousness 
as always and principally given for one’s experience [1, 21, 
29, 40, 41, 47, 51, 52]. Accordingly, within the boundaries 
of the phenomenological framework, one cannot go be-
yond the notion of the “minimal self” for healthy subjects 
to provide a more comprehensive understanding of our 
proposal that the schizophrenic individual loses his self. 
This understanding stands in opposition to simplified 
characterizations of such experiences as mere psychotic 
delusions by objectified classificatory systems in modern 
psychiatry.

It was Laing, already in the year 1967, who criticized 
this viewpoint, which still represents present-day daily 
routine in psychiatry, where simplified diagnoses are 
conceived to be literally true entities. The schizophrenic 
individual faces a situation where the therapist may lack 
genuine interest in his subjective life-world. Criteria and 
labels are then applied that further inhibit deepening ac-
cess into the patient’s inner world to provide an interper-
sonal understanding of his existential dimension and ex-
perience of life. Such constellations between the therapist 
and the patient were described and criticized by Laing: “A 
feature of the interplay between psychiatrist and patient 
is that the patient’s part is taken out of context, as is done 
in the clinical description, it might seem very odd. The 
psychiatrist’s part, however, is taken as the very touch-
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stone for our common-sense view of normality. The psy-
chiatrist, as ipso facto sane, shows that the patient is out 
of contact with him. The fact that he is out of contact with 
the patient shows that there is something wrong with the 
patient, but not with the psychiatrist. But if one ceases to 

identity with the clinical posture, and looks at the psychi-
atrist-patient couple without such presuppositions, then 
it is difficult to sustain this naive view of the situation.” 
([6], p. 89–90).

a

b

Fig. 2. a The self-world structure is tentatively advanced by sug-
gesting 3 distinct stages that elucidate and deepen the dynamic 
pathological development to the final occurrence of nihilism in 
schizophrenia. The upper part displays an overview of the general 
nestedness of the 3 distinct stages. Within the pathogenesis of ni-
hilism in schizophrenia, initially, experience is negatively affected. 
Second, in addition to experience, the more far-reaching episte-

mological layer of principal knowledge is likewise negatively af-
fected, and finally, self-consciousness faces its approximate anni-
hilation, as reflected by the most fundamental existential-ontolog-
ical stage. b Although both self and world are tightly interwoven 
within phenomenology, that is, they cannot be dissociated in 
healthy subjects, a conceptual-explanatory separation displays 
their individual disruptions in all 3 stages.
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We argue that precisely this step, partially going be-
yond conceptual limitations to take the schizophrenic in-
dividual’s experience seriously, is required to better ac-
count for the extreme experiences and feelings that con-
verge into existential nihilism. The aforementioned 
clarifies why eminently the third and ultimate stage is 
fundamental in the sense that it tries to capture the exis-
tential dimension of nihilism, that is, the severance of the 
self-world structure, for example, by highlighting the 
role of pre-intentional “existential feelings” [16–18] 
(Fig. 3). Table 1 provides further understanding of our 
main concepts and terms that we use throughout the ar-
ticle.

Three-Stage Existential Model of Nihilism

Initial Phenomenological Solipsism toward the Self 
and the Environment
Phenomenological Solipsism: What Is Disrupted
The first and uppermost phenomenological stage initi-

ates with the disruption of immediate and pre-reflective 
experience. Impaired is consequently the FPP concerning 
both the self and the world. As introduced in the sections 
Overview – Self-World Structure and a 3-Stage Existen-
tial Model of Schizophrenia Nihilism and Self-Con-
sciousness as Constituted by the Ecological Self-World 
Structure, self-consciousness is ecologically co-constitut-
ed by the intrinsically unified self-world structure. Any 

Fig. 3. The relationship between established phenomenological 
concepts, for example, by phenomenological psychopathology, 
and their applicability to the annihilation of self-consciousness in 
the final existential-ontological stage is roughly inverse. Phenom-
enology and phenomenological psychopathology especially offer 

descriptive and interpretative power regarding stages 1 and 2. The 
final third stage, however, requires both to include yet to go be-
yond the contemporary conceptual horizon of phenomenology to 
account for existential nihilism.

Table 1. Overview of main concepts

Level of 
intentionality

Unification of the self-world 
structure

Stages Perspectives Concepts Description

Intentional Intrinsic relationship/unification 1
2

FPP, SPP, and TPP Self-consciousness (pre-
reflective and reflective)

Experience of oneself in relation to 
the world

Pre-intentional Severance of the relationship 
(fundamental impairment of the 
self-world structure)

3 Loss of a coherent point of 
view (“view from nowhere”)

Blind-consciousness
Existential “feelings of 
nothingness”

Pre-intentional feelings of one’s and 
the world’s annihilation
Fundamental impairment of both the 
intentional arc and being-in-the-world

Existential framework: experience, knowledge, and existence. FPP, first-person-perspective; SPP, second-person-perspective; TPP, third-person- 
perspective.
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disruption of the self’s side also entails a disturbance of 
the world’s side and vice versa, that is, the subjective ex-
perience and general perception of the natural environ-
ment and one’s position within. The disruption of the 
FPP entails corrosive effects on specific phenomenologi-
cal features. In that matter, we suggest that precisely the 
“mineness” or “ipseity” of experience suffers.

Phenomenological psychopathology traditionally 
subsumes such disruptions under the core disturbance of 
the self-disorder in schizophrenia [37, 61–63]. Self-disor-
ders already evolve in childhood or early adolescence [64] 
and within the general prodromal phase of schizophrenia 
[65, 66]. The high temporal stability of anomalous experi-
ence in schizophrenia is reported by both first-person ac-
counts and phenomenological psychopathology [2, 59, 
67, 68]. In her narratives, Kean [59] offers insight into 
altered self and world-related experiences:

Despite the “usual” voices, alien thoughts and paranoia, what 
scared me the most was a sense that I had lost myself, a constant 
feeling that my self no longer belonged to me. ([59], p. 1034).

 The clinical symptoms come and go, but this nothingness of 
the self is permanently there. Not a single drug or therapy has ever 
helped with such nothingness. By nothingness, I mean a sense of 
emptiness, a painful void of existence that only I can feel. My 
thoughts, my emotions, and my actions, none of them belong to 
me anymore. This omnipotent and omnipresent emptiness has 
taken control of everything. I am an automaton, but nothing is 
working inside me. Schizophrenia has silenced my real self, and 
even the observing self is biased by the process of subjective obser-
vation. ([59], p. 1034) 

Emphasis is on the circumstance that self-conscious-
ness, conceived as the relation between the self and the 
world, is not immediately lost. While self-consciousness 
preserves, it nonetheless faces initial and multiple mani-
festations of disintegration plus fragmentation that are 
captured by analyses of phenomenological psychopathol-
ogy [14, 22, 23, 29] as well as by reports of first-person 
accounts [2, 59, 60]. Based on the previous findings above 
and in the Introduction, we infer that the disruption of 
self-consciousness seems to initially correspond to a com-
paratively higher top surface of the self-world structure. 
We define this top surface as the phenomenological stage 
of experience (shown in Fig. 2). It is remarkably the final 
stage that provides the self’s existence and reality as such, 
forasmuch as self-consciousness is not annihilated but 
“solely” disturbed on this first stage (shown in Fig. 1) of 
pathogenesis.

Phenomenological Solipsism: Experience of Self
On the self’s side of the self-world structure, the for-

merly named disruptions of the “mineness, for-me-ness, 

or ipseity” of pre-reflective self-consciousness occur. 
There is alterity of the “experiential” or “minimal” self as 
reflected by a “diminished self-affection” [14, 20, 21, 40, 
53, 54, 69]. The individual’s healthy ipseity deviates to al-
terity, manifested in the phenomenon that the FPP’s im-
mediate conscious experience is no longer intrinsically 
blended with the experiential self. The mineness of one’s 
experience is consequently disrupted. It is precisely this 
mineness of experience that is taken for granted in healthy 
subjects [14, 21, 40, 53, 54].

The result is that a cardinal gap between the individu-
al’s experience and the latter’s intrinsically melting con-
nection to any sense-of-self opens up [28]. Sass [1, 69–71] 
additionally describes this arising phenomenological gap 
via the concept of “diminished self-affection”: the experi-
ential self and its relation to its normally own mental 
states are no longer experienced “on-line” from a central-
ized and immediate point of view. Instead, one’s mental 
states now appear to be more distant; they emerge as sig-
nificantly reflected rather than immediately experienced. 
Hence, mental states appear somewhat dissociated within 
a mediated TPP’s contemplation or reflection instead of 
being directly inherent within the FPP’s pre-reflective ex-
perience. Sass compresses diminished self-affection as 
follows: “[…] a profound weakening of the sense of exist-
ing as a subject of awareness, as a presence for oneself and 
before the world” ([69], p. 244).

Phenomenological Solipsism: Experience of World
On the world’s side regarding the experience of envi-

ronmental phenomena including their connection to the 
self, that is, objects, other living beings, and social interac-
tions within the life-world, phenomenological solipsism 
entails a hyper-reflective stance toward the natural world 
and the relation of one’s self with the former, often termed 
as “hyperreflexivity” [1, 69–72]. In a most general expla-
nation, hyperreflexivity refers to heightened forms of self-
consciousness, so that the self abnormally relates itself to 
external environmental phenomena. Hyperreflexivity is 
often linked with the reduction of self-evidence concern-
ing ordinary, implicit, and daily-life phenomena that are 
normally taken for granted in healthy subjects. Converse-
ly, ordinary phenomena now seem increasingly suspi-
cious to the schizophrenic individual, resulting in a  
hyper-reflective stance. This hyper-reflective attitude can 
paradigmatically be observed in the tendency to overana-
lyze everyday social interactions and behaviors of others 
because people cannot be understood reasonably any-
more [73]. Such alterity of and alienation from worldly 
experiences was famously labeled as the crisis or collapse 
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of common sense by German psychiatrist Blankenburg 
[74], further described in his book Der Verlust der natürli-
chen Selbstverständlichkeit (The loss of natural self-un-
derstandability) [75]. Overgaard and Henriksen [76], as 
well as Stanghellini [77], interpret the collapse of com-
mon sense as a disturbance of pre-reflective or intuitive 
attunement with others and the world. Besides, consider-
able reflection and suspiciousness about natural and or-
dinary environmental phenomena do not resolve this ex-
periential gap toward the world. It is rather the case that 
alienation from the world negatively increases [78]. Sass 
[69, 71, 72] and Sass et al. [79] frequently term the expe-
riential gap toward and alienation from the world as de-
creased “grip” or “hold” on the world. In this respect, Sass 
[71, 72] assumes that hyperreflexivity and the associated 
crisis of the common sense are an inherent factor of al-
tered self-consciousness, the “[…] vital, experiencing self, 
which normally serves as a constituting and orienting 
background for experience of the world” ([71], p. 599), is 
no more existent.

Phenomenological Solipsism: What Is Preserved
Abnormally altered experiences of both the self and 

the world conform to an initial disruption of the self-
world structure. We subsume this commencing pathol-
ogy under the umbrella concept of “phenomenological 
solipsism,” affecting the immediate and pre-reflective 
FPP’s phenomenal experience. In contrast, the level of 
principal knowledge concerning the self and the world, 
represented by the underlying epistemological stage, is 
yet preserved. The prime feature of intentionality is still 
directed toward both the self and the world, which makes 
knowledge acquisition regarding both sides of the self-
world structure possible. This initiating low to low-medi-
um disruption of the FPP and of the self-world structure 
then converges into what is conceptualized as phenome-
nological solipsism toward one’s self and the world (1) 
shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Expanding from Experience to Knowledge: 
Epistemological Solipsism toward the Self and the 
World

Epistemological Solipsism: What Is Disrupted
In the second stage of pathogenesis, the epistemologi-

cal layer of principal knowledge undergoes impairments. 
In addition to the FPP of immediate and pre-reflective 
self-consciousness, the SPP and TPP of reflective self-
consciousness are now affected. Choosing a rather reflec-
tive or mediated TPP necessarily requires to go beyond 

the temporo-spatial frame of the immediate and pre-re-
flective FPP. Paradigmatically, one can think of the ex-
ample of time whereby an axis connects the past over the 
present to the future. To reflect about either the past or 
the future, it is required to “stretch” one’s mind beyond 
the present moment. In other words, remembering the 
past and anticipating the future rely on the ability to go 
beyond the immediate and pre-reflective experience of 
the present moment – the “now.” Going beyond pre-re-
flective experience of the present moment (the FPP) 
equals to a transition from the FPP over the SPP and fi-
nally to the TPP. In the TPP, one reflects upon his self and 
the relation of one’s self to the world; consequently, there 
is a certain detachment from immediate and pre-reflec-
tive experience (FPP) to reflection that is situated in the 
TPP. The TPP is, therefore, not understood in the sense 
of an “objective” perspective, for example, one that em-
pirical sciences claim to take, but a TPP inside the borders 
of one’s experience that is nested within subjectivity. Such 
possible epistemological constraints of knowledge about 
oneself and one’s relation to the world are likewise link-
able to Zahavi’s (2005) notion that self-knowledge is a 
natural aspect of human beings in addition to the FPP of 
the minimal self: “What contributions do such narratives 
make to the constitution of the self? It has been suggested 
that they make up the essential form and central constitu-
tive of self-understanding and self-knowledge. In order to 
know who you are, in order to gain a robust self-under-
standing, it is not enough to simply be aware of oneself 
from the FPP. It is not sufficient to think of oneself as an 
I; a narrative is required” ([40], p. 118). A disruption of 
one’s ability for reflection about both the self and the 
world is consequently equal to abnormal epistemological 
limitations: in this second stage, the schizophrenic indi-
vidual is primarily bound to immediate experience that 
does not allow for comprehensive reflections upon her or 
his state of mind anymore. Similarly, a deeply depressed 
individual can be unable to properly reflect about her/his 
dysfunctional beliefs. Real possibilities the individual 
may still encounters are no longer perceived as such; for 
example, the individual underestimates her or his possi-
bilities due to the depressive state of the mind, for exam-
ple, reflection upon her/his dysfunctional attributional 
style is no longer possible.

While the experience of ipseity was replaced by alter-
ity within the first stage, the schizophrenic individual 
now faces 2 possible unilateral disruptions regarding the 
intentional structure of consciousness. The unilateral di-
rectionality of intentionality spans either (1) too heavily 
toward the extreme end of the self at the expense of ob-
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ject-directed intentionality toward the world (reflecting 
isolation of the self from the world), or vice versa, that is, 
(2) too heavily to the extreme end of the world at the ex-
pense of the self (reflecting a massive immersion by the 
world and a significant reduction of the experiential self). 
This variation of the self-world structure and its unilat-
eral imbalances in schizophrenia are mirrored in what 
Kean [59] terms “existential permeability” in her narra-
tive first-person accounts:

My view is that the key to understanding such self-disturbanc-
es lies within how one relates to the external world and how one 
attributes this relationship to interpreting oneself. For example, if 
a person relates too much to the outside world, to such an extent 
that he ignores his own internal self, this may result in him feeling 
being engulfed by others. On the other hand, if one finds little or 
no connection to the world, he may think that his self is going to 
implode and destroy him from the inside. Basically, I call this re-
lationship existential permeability. ([59], p. 1034–1035) 

In his famous book Madness and Modernism, Sass [1] 
describes how self-consciousness requires a balanced re-
lation within (or distance to) the world that comparative-
ly reflects what Kean [2, 59] labeled existential permeabil-
ity. Sass states that “One must, among other things, main-
tain a certain optimal distance in one’s experiential  
stance – neither coming so close to sensory or material 
particulars as to lose oneself in their sheer actuality, infi-
nite minutiae, or endless mutability, nor moving so far 
away from particular objects or sensations as to lose touch 
with their conventional or practical significance.” ([1], p. 
118). In schizophrenia, however, individuals deviate from 
a centered or balanced position within this continuum 
[1].

Consequently, the initial disturbance concerning the 
experiential self within the FPP now expands to abnormal 
constraints of principal knowledge (epistemology) of ei-
ther the self or environmental phenomena regarding re-
flective consciousness of the SPP and TPP. Once inten-
tionality approximately shifts to one of the extreme ends 
of the self-world structure’s mutual continuum, the op-
posite side naturally becomes almost inaccessible. As al-
ready introduced in the sections Overview – Self-World 
Structure and a 3-Stage Existential Model of Schizophre-
nia Nihilism and Self-Consciousness as Constituted by 
the Ecological Self-World Structure, healthy self-con-
sciousness, defined as a relational phenomenon, requires 
an ecologically constituted balance of the self-world 
structure, so that intentionality spans across self and 
world. Consequently, in the possible 2 extreme unidirec-
tional variations of intentionality, either self or world is 
virtually and temporarily excluded from the individual’s 

experience. In the account of the above and numerous 
phenomenological analyses, presented subsequently, it is 
possible to deduce the following self-world structure’s 
quantitative continuum regarding the intentional struc-
ture of self-consciousness and its epistemological limita-
tions in the advanced pathogenesis of schizophrenia 
(shown in Fig. 4).

Epistemological Solipsism: Experience of Self
On the self’s side of the self-world structure, intention-

ality unilaterally shifts to the other 1-sided extreme of ap-
proximately only reflective self-consciousness. This shift 
leaves almost no room for healthy environmental phe-
nomena and a corresponding sufficient amount of ob-
ject-directed intentionality. Epistemological limitations 
of self-consciousness are potentially exemplified in the 
differentiation of the immediate subjective “I” as noetic 
and the “me” as objective noematic self by Japanese psy-
chiatrist Bin Kimura (1931-): while the subjective “I” (no-
etic self) refers to the prelinguistic immediate experience 
of life and the world (FPP), the noematic self appears 
within mediated reflection (SPP and TPP). Once the on-
going immediate experience of the “I” is taken into ex-
plicit awareness, it already becomes the objective noemat-
ic self – the “me” [45]. Healthy subjects always exhibit a 
balanced structure between the “I” as noetic self and the 
“me” as noematic self, which, on the contrary, is imbal-
anced in schizophrenic individuals [37, 45, 80]. If the sub-
jective pre-reflective I of one’s self and worldly experi-
ences is disordered, the reflectional objective me con-
cerning one’s phenomenology likewise gets affected on 
the grounds of the intrinsically structural relationship be-
tween noetic I and noematic self. Ultimately, the union of 
self-consciousness, which is always about the self and the 
world, is separated [44]. Self and world consequently can-
not be perceived simultaneously any longer. This separa-
tion reflects altered epistemological limitations: the ex-
clusion of either the self or the world and the impairment 
of healthy unified self-consciousness.

Epistemological Solipsism: Experience of World
In the perspective of the world’s side of the self-world 

structure, the self is conversely “drown” in the environ-
ment since intentionality unilaterally directs toward the 
world. Any significant sense of self can no longer be per-
ceived as such “on-line.” The experiential self and the 
mineness or for-me-ness of experience not only becomes 
temporarily inaccessible within the pre-reflective FPP, 
but likewise in the SPP of intersubjectivity and TPP con-
cerning reflection. Two further quotations by Humpston 
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[60] harmonize with our suggested unilateral shift of in-
tentionality toward the world: 

I thought I was dissolving into the world; my core self was per-
forated and unstable, accepting all the information permeating 
from the external world without filtering anything out. Where did 
my self end and where did the external world start? ([60], p. 241) 

[…] when there was heightened salience from my surround-
ings, I would be absorbed by the external world, but my self tend-
ed to dissociate simultaneously. ([60], p. 241) 

It is inferred that with a further intensification of the 
schizophrenic crisis, the environment temporarily and 
drastically vanishes. Meaningful and vivid recognition of 
real environmental phenomena fades. Sophisticated be-
havioral interactions with environmental phenomena 
can no longer be consciously related neither to the indi-
vidual in general nor to any sense of self [54, 62] including 
sense of agency [81] in particular. In this respect, Henrik-
sen et al. delineate experiences “[…] of not being fully 
present in the world (e.g., manifested in feelings of being 

Fig. 4. The self-world structure consists of a reciprocal balance be-
tween both ends of its mutual continuum (as reflected by self and 
world). Alternating unilateral imbalances of the self-world struc-
ture either excessively toward the self or the world can manifest in 
schizophrenia. Either the world, that is, natural environmental 
phenomena, or the self, that is, any sense of self, consequently be-

comes epistemologically excluded within phenomenal experience. 
Under these circumstances, both the self and the world partially 
cannot be experienced anymore at the same time and consequent-
ly lack their respective intentional focus. The intrinsic union of 
self-consciousness and the self-world structure is then bygone.
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ephemeral, not fully existing, lacking a core,” decreased 
emotional resonance and responsivity, and in a perva-
sively felt distance to the world) or quasi-solipsistic expe-
riences.” ([28], p. 6). The reciprocal influence between 
both sides of the self-world structure crystalizes: imbal-
ances of intentionality occur as a result of the fact that the 
disruption of self-consciousness entails following impair-
ments of environmental perception since self-presence 
and presence in the world are 2 interwoven sides of the 
same underlying fundament, as reflected by the unified 
self-world structure [12, 21, 29]. This self-alienation from 
the world is also referred to as disruption of the self’s 
merging “presence” within common human life along 
with the experience of distancing environmental phe-
nomena in the world [62, 82]. In short, a phenomeno-
logical fluid attunement to the world is bygone [70]. Ac-
cordingly, the following excerpt of such experience by 
Kean [2] validates the formerly indicated:

My self – or someone else’s self – was already out there, control-
ling my every move without my conscious awareness. I was trapped 
in the nothingness between the internal and the external, hiding 
behind the veil of my own perceptions, which I didn’t perceive to 
be my own. ([2], p. 5) 

As Parnas and Sass [27] declare, the self-world struc-
ture or subject-object articulation becomes blurred. Uni-
lateral imbalances are additionally and often portrayed by 
phenomenological psychopathology [12, 22–24, 83], for 
example, as unstable or permeable boundaries between 
the self and others/world, so that “the patient may feel 
somehow transparent, without any barriers, ‘radically ex-
posed’ or ‘as if’ fusing with others or the surroundings.” 
[84, 85]. Parnas et al. [54] label this the permeability of the 
self-world boundary, which comes very close to Kean’s [2, 
59] notion of existential permeability and the former quo-
tation above: 

The patient experiences himself and his interlocutor as if being 
mixed up or interpenetrated, in the sense that he loses his sense of 
whose thoughts, feelings, or expressions originate in whom. He 
may describe it as a feeling of being invaded, intruded upon in a 
nonspecific but unpleasant or anxiety-provoking way. ([54], p. 
254) 

Epistemological Solipsism: Fragmentation of 
Temporality
Additionally, affecting both self and world experiences 

simultaneously, altered epistemological limitations can 
be intrinsically linked and traceable to the often reported 
impairments of subjective time within the phenomenal 
experience of schizophrenic individuals [82, 86]. Frozen 
phenomenal time within schizophrenia was firstly rigor-

ously described by French psychiatrist Eugène Minkows-
ki (1885–1972) [87], where self-consciousness lacks its 
alignment to the presence in general as well as to environ-
mental situations and phenomena in particular [86]. Up 
to present-day research, both phenomenological psycho-
pathology and philosophy extensively report abnormal 
time experiences in schizophrenia [6, 88–97]. A loss of 
fluid temporal continuity within self-consciousness, the 
“inner time-consciousness” [8], is frequently reported [1, 
98, 99]. “Temporal continuity” is replaced by “temporal 
fragmentation” of conscious time perception [88, 89], 
which means that a flowing and smooth transition from 
one perception to the other is bygone. The temporal back-
ground where all phenomenal experiences are virtually 
linked is impaired. Therefore, self-consciousness and 
connections to the environment, allowing for real inter-
actions, that is, intentional behaviors and receptive feed-
back as primary dimensions of consciousness [32, 33], 
commence vanishing. Stanghellini et al. [100] consider 
the inability of perceptual immersion in the world and 
arising solipsism toward the former to be the main con-
sequence of the perceptual loss of “inner time-conscious-
ness” in schizophrenia. In conclusion, epistemological 
solipsism toward the self and natural environmental phe-
nomena furthermore includes epistemological gaps to-
ward the most basal configurations of Being. More pre-
cisely, the configuration of space and time within the in-
ner time-consciousness of schizophrenic individuals. 
Pathological malfunction of inner space and time is link-
able to the schizophrenic individuals formerly described 
experience of existing in another dimension or ontology 
[14, 20, 101], since the one’s existence is fundamentally 
constituted by certain configurations of space and time.

Epistemological Solipsism: What Is Preserved
In the second stage of epistemological solipsism, all 

possible perspectives one can take, that is, the FPP, SPP, 
and TPP are ultimately impaired. Abnormal constraints 
of perspectives consequently include both the immediate, 
pre-reflective experience and principal knowledge con-
cerning both the self and the world. What is preserved is 
the experience of existence itself, the feeling that one is 
still an existent within Being. Even though the self togeth-
er with the environment is increasingly perceived to be 
temporally inaccessible, and a maladaptation of inner 
space and time to the world’s space and time configura-
tion arises, perception of existence and reality is yet main-
tained. There is thus a medium to medium-high disrup-
tion of self-consciousness in the epistemological stage of 
the self-world structure: experience is either no longer 
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able to intentionally expand beyond the borders of the 
person into the environment, reflecting isolation of the 
self (including epistemological solipsism toward the 
world), nor phenomenal experience can healthily capture 
the natural environment, that is, by simultaneously keep-
ing a significant sense of self via self-referential percep-
tion at the same time alive. Since existence and Being are 
still present in experience, the ontological stage is still 
preserved even in epistemological solipsism. In conclu-
sion, this development corresponds to epistemological so-
lipsism toward the self and the environment (2) (shown in 
Fig. 1, 2).

Existential-Ontological Nihilism: Annihilation of Self-
Consciousness
Ontological Nihilism: Existential Outline
Nothing, as experience, arises as absence of someone or some-

thing. No friends, no relationships, no pleasure, no meaning in life, 

no ideas, no mirth, no money. As applied to parts of the body – no 
breast, no penis, no good or bad contents – emptiness. ([6], p. 32) 

When reaching the ultimate stage of nihilism in schizo-
phrenia, what possibilities exist to investigate into the 
FPPs intrinsically subjective nature of this unconceivable 
condition; notably when one tries to grasp nihilism from 
a healthy perspective? Is the presumption of any possibil-
ity regarding a descriptive-interpretative approach, one 
that does not originate from the affected individual him-
self, toward this existential crisis not already impossible 
right from its onset? We believe that one cannot appro-
priately describe, interpret, or even understand the “what-
it-is-like,” that is, the phenomenal quality of nihilism in 
schizophrenia. The aim of trying to approximate the ex-
istential situation the schizophrenic individual finds her/
himself in might represent the only viable option. This 
approximation contains the characterization of abnor-
mally altered relations between the self and the world. In-

Fig. 5. The third stage of ontological nihilism corresponds to the 
severance of the self-world structure. Consequently, all possible 
perspectives of self-consciousness, that is, the FPP, SPP, and TPP, 
are altogether impaired. Any possible healthy point of view is 
therefore impaired; hence, the schizophrenic individual experi-

ences himself as dead or decayed. Simultaneously, experience con-
cerning the world contains its doom or that the world has van-
ished. FPP, first-person-perspective; SPP, second-person-perspec-
tive; TPP, third-person-perspective.
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stead of directly targeting the phenomenal quality of ex-
perience and feelings (the relata or elements), which are 
only accessible to the affected individual, one can inves-
tigate the misbalance (as in relations and structure) and 
severance of the self-world structure. The severance of the 
latter can then be described in reference to experience.

We suggest and elaborate on the experience of nihil-
ism by dividing the third stage into 5 subparts: (1) exis-
tential feelings of nihilism (see section Ontological Nihil-
ism: Existential Feelings); (2) the impairment of the in-
tentional arc (see section Ontological Nihilism: 
Temporo-Spatial Reduction of the Intentional Arc);  
(3) the annihilation of self-consciousness (see section 
Ontological Nihilism: The Annihilation of Self-Con-
sciousness); (4) Christian Scharfetter’s ideas on nihilism 
in schizophrenia (see section Ontological Nihilism: 
Scharfetter’s Ideas on Nihilism in Schizophrenia); and  
(5) last, the remains of experience – the notion of “blind-
consciousness” (see section Ontological Nihilism: The 
Remains of Experience – The Notion of “Blind-Con-
sciousness”). The transition into the third stage is concep-
tualized based on the pathological increase of the former 
2 stages, that is, phenomenological and epistemological 
solipsism. Comprehensive epistemological solipsism de-
vours any luminous accessibility toward both one’s self 
and the environment, so that a converging into ontologi-
cal nihilism manifests. This development touches Being 
as the deepest stage of one’s existence (shown in Fig. 1, 2). 
Conceptually, in the stage of ontological nihilism, the 
self-world structure’s most fundamental ontological 
stage, including the nested phenomenological and episte-
mological layers, collapses. The comprehensive impair-
ment of all possible perspectives concerning self-con-
sciousness, that is, of the FPP, SPP, and TPP, entails the 
disruption of a coherent point of view. Metaphorically 
speaking, a healthy point of view transforms into a “view 
from nowhere.” Heidegger’s [7] notion of being-in-the-
world of our “Dasein” (being-there/here) within the pre-
given, self-evident, and natural life-world that human be-
ings share, interact, and practically operate in does no 
longer apply. An interactive, dynamic, and as Minkowski 
famously termed “vital contact with reality” [87], which 
pre-reflectively guarantees the individual’s belonging to 
the intersubjective life-world as an immediate “lived real-
ity” (instead of autistic and aloof reflection on the for-
mer), is transformed into an existential void of nihilism, 
a diminishing of the lived and intersubjective accessible 
reality – the “sense of reality.” We display the ultimate 
collapse of the self-world structure’s unification in Figure 
5.

Ontological Nihilism: Existential Feelings
What is changed in nihilism is the whole background 

of one’s existence, referring to a shift in Ratcliffe’s [16] 
notion of “existential feelings.” How can we shortly intro-
duce and link existential feelings with nihilism? First, ex-
istential feelings undermine the frequently observed arti-
ficial dissociation between the concepts of self/body-
world; internal/mind-external/world; subject-object; and 
cognitive-affective.2 Instead, existential feelings are the 
“background orientations through which experience as a 
whole is structured.” ([16], p. 38). Second, existential feel-
ings are bodily feelings concerning the relatedness to the 
world containing the sense of reality regarding one’s be-
ing-in-the-world. According to Ratcliffe [16], back-
ground feelings, that is, existential feelings, are bodily 
feelings and at the same time feelings of worldly phenom-
ena, since it is the body that feels (rather than the body 
being a mere “object” of perception). Ratcliffe’s under-
standing of existential feelings perfectly mirrors the no-
tion of the intrinsically unified self-world structure, as he 
writes that “a feeling is a relation between body and world, 
rather than a perception of one in isolation” and that 
“bodily and worldly aspects of feeling do not respect a 
clear subject-object distinction.” ([16], p. 106).

Drawing on Heidegger’s [7] “moods,” Ratcliffe’s [16] 
existential feelings are not about specific phenomena in 
the world: neither moods nor existential feelings are inten-
tional states; instead, moods or existential feelings are 
phenomenologically conceived most fundamentally, 
based on the fact that they constitute our being-in-the-
world. Healthy moods and existential feelings are a neces-
sary prerequisite concerning the intentional structure of 
self-consciousness. According to Ratcliffe [16], one can-
not lose existential feelings, but what can happen is an 
“existential change.” We propose that such an elementary 

2 Ratcliffe’s [18] conceptualization of existential feelings is well follow-
ing the concept of the intrinsically unified self-world structure, since with-
in healthy subjects, self-consciousness, including its intentional structure, 
merges both the self (including the body) and the world in principle. Our 
“Dasein” is already to be found in the world (being-in-the-world), instead 
of being prior to the latter. As Ratcliffe remarks: “Finding oneself in a world 
is more fundamental to the structure of experience than self in isolation 
from world or vice versa. When the relation between the 2 is changed, both 
are changed along with it.” [18, p. 65]. Today, Descartes’ [102] famous split 
between the res cogitans and the res extensa is still implicitly prominent as 
neo-Cartesianism in Western thinking. Such categorical dissociations fail 
to recognize Heidegger’s phenomenological notions of Dasein and being-
inthe-world. To better comprehend the schizophrenic individual’s situation 
in existential nihilism, as equally affecting and diminishing self and worldly 
experiences, it is necessary to reject the categorical differentiation as being 
phenomenologically implausible. Consequently, the role of existential feel-
ings regarding diminished up to annihilated self-consciousness, as equally 
concerning both the self and the world, is highlighted.
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shift of the relatedness or belonging to the world is pres-
ent in nihilism, which accordingly entails a complete shift 
of all “higher” or “foreground” emotions regarding the 
self and object-directed intentional states toward the 
world. Based on the collapse of the self-world structure’s 
ontological core layer, existential feelings of no longer be-
longing to the world (to the “Being of beings” by using 
Heidegger’s [7] terminology) arise. Such densely dimin-
ished sense of reality transforms one’s existence into a 
void. “Feelings of nothingness” concerning both the self 
and the world will emerge.

We further define “feelings of nothingness” as the im-
mediate, pre-reflective, and prelinguistic experience of 
nihilism. The existential situation of nihilism is immedi-
ate and pre-reflective because the schizophrenic individ-
ual cannot reflect upon it due to the temporo-spatial min-
imization of the intentional arc (see section Ontological 
Nihilism: Temporo-Spatial Reduction of the Intentional 
Arc), which is mirrored in the formerly elaborated phe-
nomenological as well as epistemological constraints. It is 
prelinguistic not only because the connection to the social 
life-world and common sense is disrupted, but likewise 
based on the basis that existential feelings themselves can-
not be articulated or expressed in a way comprehensible 
for a healthy person that fully lacks the intrinsically sub-
jective nature and experience of existential nihilism. 
Therefore, existential nihilism can neither be substantial-
ly articulated to the therapist nor substantially conceptu-
alized into objective features.

When we conceive existential nihilism in the perspec-
tive of existential feelings, especially in Ratcliffe’s [16] un-
derstanding of the latter, then experiences and feelings of 
nihilism in schizophrenia cease to be connected to inten-
tional states of consciousness, since the existential status 
of nihilism is itself grounded and present within a more 
fundamental pre-intentional realm of experience (see 
section Ontological Nihilism: The Remains of Experi-
ence–the Notion of “Blind-Consciousness”). Due to its 
pre-intentional character, feelings of nihilism can under-
mine the level of intentionality. These experiences and 
feelings that fall into the schizophrenic individual’s realm, 
and which are noncompatible with well-established con-
ceptual frameworks of phenomenology and psychiatry, 
were accordingly addressed by Laing as being a journey 
into the inner world and that “we are so out of touch with 
this realm that many people can now argue seriously that 
it does not exist.” ([6], p. 105).

Ontological Nihilism: Temporo-Spatial Reduction of 
the Intentional Arc
Traditionally, phenomenology cannot reach out beyond 

the intentional structure of consciousness due to the fact 
that phenomenologically conceived intentionality is the 
necessary predisposition for being conscious about some-
thing [1, 21, 29, 40, 41, 47, 51, 52]. However, as we declared 
in the Introduction, we suppose that nihilism in the neuro-
psychiatric condition of schizophrenia exhibits a deep im-
pairment of the intentional arc of consciousness. By first 
taking Merleau-Ponty’s [49] concepts of the “intentional 
arc” and second his notion of the “horizontal structure of 
experience” into account, we will further elaborate on the 
temporo-spatial minimization of intentionality.

The intentional arc connects conscious acts of the self 
with respective objects of the world toward which one 
guides intentionality. Moran ([48], p. 595) concisely de-
fines the intentional arc as follows: “This ‘intentional arc’ 
is an overarching framework that connects the self to the 
world and unifies its life, holding everything together in 
a coherent, meaningful way.” We propose that within the 
state of existential nihilism, the intentional arc can no 
longer fully span across both the self and the world, that 
is, the intention or goal of conscious acts can no longer 
reach out to its respective intentional objects. Such fun-
damental impairment of the intentional arc is equivalent 
to a comprehensive reduction of the subjective temporo-
spatial range of consciousness, that is, the decline in sub-
jective time and space. Vivid and meaningful experience, 
ranging from the most basic practical purposes up to the 
highest theoretical abstractions, enters the realm of an ex-
istential void if nothing can genuinely be perceived and 
known in principle beyond comprehensive doubt any-
more. Under these circumstances,  meaningful percep-
tion of phenomena  as well as  goal-directed behavior, for 
example, regarding practical purposes, are no longer pos-
sible. Providing an example regarding the loss of mean-
ing, the schizophrenic individual may “experience” the 
therapist and their dialogue, but the significance or the 
“grasp” of the situation in conjunction with intentional 
behavior toward their interaction may be inaccessible. 
Experience loses its goals, values, and ultimately the con-
nection to the world. Profound impairments of inten-
tionality and practical possibilities, therefore, mirror the 
severance of one’s being-in-the-world, our “Dasein” 
within (shown in Fig. 6), since “the experience of being 
there is not a matter of being plonked into a spatial loca-
tion but of being practically situated in an interconnected 
web of purposes, an appreciation of which is inseparable 
from practical activity.” ([16], p. 46).
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The horizontal structure of experience refers to possi-
bilities that already inherently exist within immediate and 
pre-reflective experience. Such possibilities range from 
the most practical ones, for example, that a chair’s practi-
cal usability is the possibility to sit on it, to the rather ab-
stract opportunities, for example, the possibilities that life 
offers regarding one’s career choices or personal beliefs. 
While an expanded horizontal structure concerning the 
functionality of objects and the significance of experience 
is offered and taken for granted in healthy subjects, con-
versely, the schizophrenic individual’s horizon in the 
condition of nihilism is diminished. Paradigmatically, the 
affected individual is physically in the same room as the 
therapist, but the schizophrenic individual is not within 
the common sense, social, or life-world of practical pos-
sibilities. He or she does not share any healthy horizontal 
structure of experience. We tentatively go so far as to sug-
gest that practical possibilities of ordinary life do not 
merely diminish but that most meaning is epistemologi-
cally excluded and hence annihilated. Such exclusion 
from the world additionally decreases the sense of reality 
and one’s felt belonging to the world.

In the perspective of the intentional arc and the hori-
zontal structure of experience, nihilism can consequently 

be defined in form of a reduction of graspable as well as 
self-affecting meaning, a radical diminishing of the lived 
and intersubjective accessible reality – the “sense of real-
ity.” Such sense of reality comprises the experience of 
one’s vital and meaningful presence within Being in gen-
eral and belonging to the social life-world in particular. 
Conversely, the sense of reality concerning one’s self and 
worldly experiences is taken for granted by healthy sub-
jects, since it is guaranteed by a comprehensive temporo-
spatial frame, so that intentionality intrinsically connects 
and merges the person and the world. In nihilism, con-
versely, this temporo-spatial connection between the self 
and the world is profoundly diminished (shown in 
Fig. 1b).

Ontological Nihilism: The Annihilation of Self-
Consciousness
The beginning of stage 3 introduced the severance of 

the self-world structure, resulting in nihilism. In the sec-
tion Ontological Nihilism: Existential Feelings, we subse-
quently described how existential feelings of nothingness 
that are immediate and pre-reflective can additionally ac-
count for an existential change into nihilism. Further-
more, the section Ontological Nihilism: Temporo-Spatial 

Fig. 6. The intentional arc can no longer fully span across both the 
self and the world. This entails the breakdown of the intentional 
structure of consciousness, so that the unification of the self and 
the world dissolves. Conceived from another perspective, the in-
tentional arc cannot “hold” or “carry” self-consciousness across a 

significant extent of space and time anymore; ultimately, the indi-
vidual “falls” out of Heidegger’s [7] notion of being-in-the-world 
into the existential void of nihilism, where one’s “Dasein” (being-
there/here) is no longer provided.
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Reduction of the Intentional Arc elaborated on the im-
pairment of the intentional arc. The combination of these 
pieces might ultimately allow for the deduction that what 
is phenomenologically conceived to be self-consciousness 
does no longer exist in existential nihilistic states in schizo-
phrenia. The fundamental impairment of self-conscious-
ness can even be supported by phenomenological psycho-
pathology, precisely by relying on the fact that the possi-
bility of self-consciousness is based on the intact self-world 
structure [21, 29]. The existence of the self-world struc-
ture is a necessary predisposition of self-consciousness, 
forasmuch as the living being contains no separate exis-
tence prior to or beyond the world to which it would then 
connect in a second step. Instead, the living being includ-
ing healthy self-consciousness is this very relational con-
stituted structure to and with the world [24, 32, 33, 36, 54, 
58]. Healthy self-consciousness requires the immersion of 
being-in-the-world [54]. Accordingly, Kimura states that 
“[..] the ‘Subject’ can be effective only as long as the organ-
ism continues to live, it certainly belongs to this organism, 
but it by no means resides inside of it. Its place of being is 
between the organism and the environment, therefore in 
a certain sense outside the organism” ([37], p. 334). Con-
sistently to the notion of self-consciousness as a relational 
phenomenon between the organism and the world, Jas-
pers [103] already declared that the human psyche, that is, 
self-consciousness, is not an “object” (i.e., an entity), but 
the integration of both the inner and the outer world. 
Kean [2] elucidates the severance of the self’s relation to 
the world in the following quotation:

In my delusion, I cannot die because my true self has already 
died; in the universal reality, I cannot die because I do not reside 
in the objective reality. A delusion is the deception from the so-
called “reality” to which we entrust our perception. In other words, 
reality lied to me – which made it no longer objective. I did not 
only lose my own self, I also lost my reality. There was nothing for 
me to believe except my nonexistence, over which I had no control. 
I knew there had been something, which turned into nothing. It 
was like combining matter with antimatter – you create a state of 
total annihilation but also a state of unity and stasis. ([2], p. 6) 

Kean states that she did not only lose her self but also 
her reality. Based on the interwoven relation between the 
self and the world, one cannot lose one side without a sig-
nificant impact on the other side. The felt minimization 
of one’s relatedness to the world was accurately captured 
and described by Jaspers [3] as der absolute Nihilismus in 
Psychosen (the absolute nihilism in psychoses): 

The patient can have no feeling, as he says, and in doing so he 
has the most immoderate affects of despair. He is not the former 
person. He is only a point. Within feelings and delusions, this ex-

perience is specified to the richest: the body is rotten, hollow, the 
food tumbles through an empty space when it is swallowed. The 
sun has gone out etc. In this state there is only the intensity of the 
affect, the despair as such. ([3], p. 265) 

Interestingly, Jaspers [3] distinguished a state of reflec-
tive nihilism from a more extreme pre-reflective form of 
nihilism. Reflective nihilism is present in highly skeptical 
individuals within the prodromal phase of schizophrenia; 
here, the schizophrenic individual may be able to some-
what reflect upon his existential state. The pre-reflective 
form of nihilism, however, only arises in full-blown 
schizophrenia. In this latter state, we conceive existential 
nihilism, that today falls under the label of “psychosis” in 
institutionalized psychiatry.

The pre-reflective form of nihilism is immediately and 
“lived through” instead of reflectively contemplated. 
Wherever the skeptical schizophrenic individual within 
the prodromal phase possibly holds a solipsistic experi-
ence or worldview, as frequent psychopathological find-
ings report [1, 22, 24, 84, 101, 103], he still experiences a 
partial grounding or “hold” of his Dasein so that being-
in-the-world is not lost. Jaspers [3] metaphorically de-
scribes that such an individual within the prodromal 
phase has a skeptical and individualistic (reflective) mind; 
nonetheless, his mind is not yet throughout and necessar-
ily “skeptical” as it is in the case in the state of pre-reflec-
tive “absolute nihilism” within psychosis. It is necessary 
to identify that pre-reflective and absolute nihilism is not 
identical to metaphysical, linguistically medicated specu-
lation and reflection concerning Being. Instead, existen-
tial nihilism is the severance of the self’s unification with 
the world. Metaphorically, existential nihilism in schizo-
phrenia is a flood wave that affects experience and feel-
ings on their pre-reflective and prelinguistic scale in the 
sense that it washes being-in-the-world away. Concern-
ing such psychotic experiences, Jaspers conformably stat-
ed that “at the beginning of schizophrenic psychoses, 
skepticism is sometimes not only thought calmly but ex-
perienced desperately.” ([4], p. 247). Existential nihilism 
consequently reaches far beyond the famous concept of 
Jaspers’ Grenzsituation (border situation), since the col-
lapse of the self-world structure and the impairment of 
self-consciousness prevent the individual from choosing 
a coherent and meaningful point of view, as offered by 
healthy FPP, SPP, or TPP.

Ontological Nihilism: Scharfetter’s Ideas on Nihilism 
in Schizophrenia
More recently, the idea of the self’s possible annihilation 

was similarly shared by Swiss psychiatrist Christian Schar-
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fetter (1936–2012) [46, 104–106]. Building on experiential 
modes of self-awareness by Jaspers [103], which Scharfetter 
called “ego-consciousness,” he developed 5 basic dimen-
sions of self-consciousness based on the individual’s experi-
ences. Scharfetter [46, 104–108] conceptualized these 5 di-
mensions as vitality, activity, consistency/coherence, de-
marcation, and identity. It is the dimension of “vitality” that 
is the relevant for nihilism in schizophrenia. Vitality is the 
sense of being alive, which is abnormally heightened in ma-
nia eventually leading to megalomania, while on the con-
trary, it is reduced or even lost in schizophrenia [46, 104]. 
Vitality reflects a quantitative continuum, where on its ex-
treme ends, specific neuropsychiatric disorders are located. 
The core disturbance of schizophrenia is accordingly con-
sidered to be the ego/self-fragmentation and dissolution by 
Scharfetter [46, 105, 106]. In its extreme manifestations, the 
ego/self-fragmentation amounts to a loss of vitality, result-
ing in the final annihilation of the ego/self and the loss of 
the phenomenal world [46]. The annihilation of one’s per-
ceived existence seems to be a paradoxical configuration we 
did not yet touch upon. Strangely, the schizophrenic indi-
vidual’s experience and report of this very doom still exist. 
According to Scharfetter [46], the FPP is only left in the 
form of an “a-personal” and overwhelming suffering: “for 
the person with schizophrenia, the ‘cogito ergo sum’ of Des-
cartes is not convincing and the fact that he is in dialogue 
with this therapist is not an argument against his non-be-
ing.” ([109], p. 71).

We can take this ambiguity and the paradox into per-
spective under the light of Heidegger’s conceptualization 
of “Being” versus “beings.” Following Heidegger’s [7] 
concepts and terminology, the schizophrenic individual’s 
ontology (Sein [Being]), which is most fundamental the 
“Being of beings,” can be separated from his intended on-
tic meaning or status regarding the empirical reality and 
natural world (Seiende [beings]). As for addressing the 
latter, that is, our shared and social life-world, the schizo-
phrenic individual may lack equivalent conceptualiza-
tions and linguistic powers, by which he could articulate 
the elementary existential change into ontological nihil-
ism (instead of “ontic nihilism”). Concerning the fact 
that, paradigmatically, such an individual continues to 
follow a daily routine after having just declared that he is 
dead and that the world does not exist, Sass [1] elucidates 
that “[…] like a philosopher of solipsism who continues 
to move his pencil as if it were an objective thing and to 
address his colleagues as if ‘other minds’ really did exist, 
such a patient may well carry on a semblance of normal 
life in spite of his own belief in the supposed nonexistence 
of reality.” ([1], p. 245).

The schizophrenic individual’s overwhelming suffer-
ing in nihilism, as described by Scharfetter [46], as well as 
the change in his most fundamental existential feeling, 
can consequently not refer to the sole ontic empirical re-
ality. Instead, such forms of pathology may arise from the 
constitutional and disrupted ontological layer of exis-
tence. In another perspective, this reflects a shift of the 
individual’s existential orientation, precisely his existen-
tial feelings when using Ratcliffe’s [16] conceptualiza-
tions. Existential feelings serve as the background of one’s 
lived existence, and existential feelings of nihilism destroy 
any vivid and vital form of self-consciousness. Even 
though vivid and vital experience is absent in “feelings of 
nothingness,” it is precisely this nihilistic experience that is 
perceived. Ratcliffe specifies this phenomenon: “Experi-
ence of absence is not the absence of something from ex-
perience – the ‘nothing’ as Heidegger recognizes, is 
‘there’.” ([16], p. 72). Consequently, not the absence of 
any experience is present, but an overarching existential 
“feeling of nothingness” remains. The drastically dimin-
ished sense of reality, the severance of one’s belonging to 
the world, is felt as such. Ratcliffe [16] declares that philo-
sophical language might be too restricted to provide sat-
isfactory explanations of such felt nothingness. However, 
explanations, whereas they often appear as vague and 
metaphorical, can be found in the everyday language of 
people who are affected by such existential feelings. When 
considering the above, it might be more comprehensible 
how intensive experiences and feelings of authentic 
“nothingness” can converge into the expressions of being 
dead or that the world is doomed. The understanding of 
the schizophrenic individual’s existential situation in ni-
hilism and his expressions as not being literal statements 
of his ontic empirical reality, but instead of his existential 
background of experience, is likewise shared by Ratcliffe: 
“What the patient is expressing is a radically altered exis-
tential orientation, rather than a propositional content” 
([16], p. 167) and that “what is lost is the sense of existence 
that ordinarily operates as a background to all experi-
ence.” ([16], p. 169).

Ontological Nihilism: The Remains of Experience – 
The Notion of “Blind-Consciousness”
What remains in the experience and state of nihilism? 

When converging the above, the experience transforms 
into a pre-intentional mode that we term “blind-con-
sciousness” due to the lack of intentionality. Subjectivity 
can no longer provide its transcendental function regard-
ing the sense of reality in general plus any sense of self and 
the relatedness toward the world in particular. We can 
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only conceive such a pre-intentional state as metaphysical 
horror – where both the self and the world are no longer 
accessible in any healthy fashion. Within this state of ex-
istence bereft of any possibilities, the schizophrenic indi-
vidual does not reflectively infer that he is dead and that 
the world no longer exists; instead, “feelings of nothing-
ness,” or the impairment of the horizontal structure of 
consciousness regarding one’s practical possibilities 
within the world, is inherently interwoven into this pre-
intentional state. One cannot reflect upon it but only im-
mediately go through it.

Consequently, within pre-intentional blind-con-
sciousness, all levels of self-consciousness are fundamen-
tally disrupted: (1) the reflective and linguistically medi-
ated narrative self and (2) the pre-reflective experiential 
self of immediate experience. In favor of Zahavi’s [40–42, 
110] notion that the reflective and narrative self, for ex-
ample, mediated by the SPP’s introspection, relies on the 
existence of the most fundamental experiential self, it is 
evident to conclude that any schizophrenic individual 
within the pre-intentional level of blind-consciousness 
reports that his self has died and that the world has van-
ished (shown in Fig. 7).

Within the individual’s phenomenal world, the reflec-
tive narrative self of the social sphere cannot exist any-

more once the underlying experiential self of immediate 
experience and the sense of self thoroughly collapsed. 
Sass [1] declares that “[…] schizophrenia does in fact in-
volve a sort of death-in-life […]” regarding the loss of “the 
very sense of being alive and present both to oneself and 
the world.” ([1], p. xxvii). Remaining is a “dead” experi-
ence consisting of entire alienation from environmental 
phenomena in relation to the self and vice versa. The state 
of pre-intentional blind-consciousness now constitutes 
the existential void of ontological nihilism. Here, neither 
the self nor the world remains; nothing further exists be-
yond this most fundamental pre-intentional layer. Pure, 
authentic, and throughout feelings of nothingness per-
meate the individual’s experience. The schizophrenic in-
dividual’s existential situation transforms into a mean-
ingless void, that is, the form of existential nihilism that we 
target, which conceptually represents the final stage of on-
tological nihilism concerning Being (3) (shown in Fig. 1, 
2).

Conclusively, we wish to underline that any objective 
classification of nihilistic experiences and feelings in 
schizophrenia, the characterization as “psychotic delu-
sion” does not fulfill our responsibility and care toward 
affected individuals. One has to go insofar to declare that 
not the person expressing his subjectivity, the inner 

Fig. 7. The conceptual distinction between 2 layers of self-con-
sciousness and its annihilation in a third layer allows. The possibil-
ity for narrative and thus reflective explanations regarding the in-
dividual’s self (the narrative self) relies on the healthy and underly-
ing pre-reflective experiential self of the immediate stream of 

consciousness. Within the stage of ontological nihilism, however, 
even the experiential self is annihilated. The only remain is a pre-
intentional “blind-consciousness” that lacks a coherent, vital, and 
meaningful subjectivity and including one’s relatedness and be-
longing to the world.
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world, where self and the world are annihilated, is the de-
luded person. On the contrary, following Laing [5, 6], the 
delusion is on the therapist’s side once he sweeps the pa-
tient’s statements aside under the label of “psychosis.” 
Our conviction builds on 2 reasons: first, we wish to un-
derstand the individual’s existential situation best possi-
ble; this means to lay bare its existential reality – it is real 
and existent and thus ontological for which reason it 
should not be denigrated as mere delusion. Second, fu-
ture studies might offer explanatory power covering the 
brain’s neuronal level to provide insight that the brain’s 
relationship with the world is so fundamentally disrupted 
in these individuals that one can better account for such 
inconceivable conditions of consciousness.

Conclusion

In summary, we propose a 3-stage existential model of 
nihilism in schizophrenia. Relying on first-person ac-
counts, psychopathology, phenomenology, and philoso-
phy in general, we suggest 3 stages that continuously tran-
sit and nest into each other. The 3 stages include (1) phe-
nomenological solipsism, (2) epistemological solipsism, 
and (3) ontological nihilism within an existential frame-
work. They represent disruptions in the phenomenologi-
cal, epistemological, and ontological realms of the self-
world structure in schizophrenia. Future studies are war-
ranted to provide further psychopathological and 
neuronal support to such an existential 3-stage model of 
nihilism in schizophrenia. The empirical reality forces us 
to reject categorical labels including criteria and to in-
stead focus on quantitative temporo-spatial dynamics of 
consciousness and the brain. Among others, the  
Fingelkurts brothers recently correctly addressed that 
“despite the fact that these criteria were initially intended 
to be simple operationalizations of clinical phenomena, 
over time, such categorical classifications began to be 
treated as if they were natural and ontologically (i.e., neu-

robiologically) […].” ([111], p. 54). We hereby highlight 
that further studies concerning nihilistic experiences and 
feelings warrant the investigation of the brain’s temporo-
spatial mechanisms regarding its alignment to the world. 
Finally, neuroscientific research of nihilism in schizo-
phrenia will fall under the broader frameworks of “spa-
tiotemporal neuroscience” [112, 113] and “spatiotempo-
ral psychopathology” [114, 115]. Further, one may want 
to compare our model to other occurrences of nihilism, 
for instance, in depression. Depression exhibits a differ-
ent kind of self-disorder as featured by increased self-fo-
cus rather than the kind of self-fragmentation that per-
meates schizophrenia [116, 117]. How such increased 
self-focus in depression leads to the decoupling and dis-
sociation of self from the world, we deem essential in our 
3-stage model, remains to be shown in the future – “dif-
ferent roads lead to Rome.” Albeit tentatively, our 3-stage 
model may provide a novel broader framework to inves-
tigate changes of self and world in schizophrenia in a 
more comprehensive way on phenomenological, psycho-
pathological, and neuronal grounds.
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